
NeoTool Expands Healthcare Interface Testing Features and Adds Code Set 
Translation Functionality to Integration Engine 
New Release Further Enhances Productivity in Configuring and Testing Healthcare 
Interfaces and Strengthens Interface Monitoring with Message Flow Statistical Views  

PLANO, Texas, December 10, 2008 – NeoTool announces its latest version of 
NeoIntegrate ™, which continues to optimize the configure-test-manage-protect cycle for 
healthcare interfacing.  

The value delivered with NeoIntegrate’s newest features and functionality includes: 

• Greater interface quality through new test message manager functionality  
• Higher re-usability of data transformation logic through added action list calls  
• Efficiently meet expanded interface requirements with new code set translation 

capabilities  
• Strengthen ongoing interface management and gain insights with ground-breaking 

graphical view of message flow statistics  

“The features and functionality delivered in this latest release demonstrate NeoTool’s 
keen ability to understand their customer requirements and deliver practical solutions to 
solve the challenges of healthcare integration,” said Sally A. Niks,CSP, Application 
Engineer, Floyd Medical Center.  “Every day, the NeoTool integration engine has proven 
to deliver value to our operations, and the value continues to grow with each new release.  
The upgrade process to the latest release is one of the smoothest that I have experienced 
from any vendor.”   

Test Message Manager – Enhancing Interface Quality  
The latest NeoIntegrate release offers enhanced testing features such as new loading 
options that allow users to load test files as a single, unparsed message, as a file of 
messages, or as an individual message.  In addition, the new test message manager 
offers testing of specific messages without the requirement to create customized files.  
Users can select specific messages in a file or folder for testing and store remaining 
messages for future use.  

As the message tests are run during the interface configuration process, the new features 
provide more complete and easier access to test results.  The ability to compare the 
input and output messages provides a more comprehensive review to enhance quality 
checks prior to deployment. 

“Testing interfaces as you configure them is essential.  It enhances the quality of the 
interface and, equally important, it reduces the cycle time of deploying robust interfaces.  
NeoTool has moved NeoIntegrate to a comprehensive communication platform.  We are 
able to not only integrate our medical systems but bring a whole new level of 
functionality to our business because of what NeoIntegrate provides.” stated Jason 
Wilson, Software Engineering Manager, Austin Radiological Association.  

http://www.neotool.com/products/neointegrate
http://www.neotool.com/pdf/NeoIntegrate-Interface%20Engine-Detailed-Features.pdf


Wilson continued, “The NeoTool integration engine has always been strong in its testing 
approach.  With this latest release, the new test message manager enhances the 
flexibility and robustness of testing the data transformation while streamlining the 
process by managing sets of data and viewing the results in easy-to-understand panes.  
Comparing input and output messages is simplified.” 

Action List Calls – Expanding Workflow Logic Re-Usability 
NeoIntegrate has an innovative approach to configuring data transformation logic.  With 
the addition of action list call functionality, interface analysts configure re-usable 
subsets of data logic and mapping.  Key benefits of using the new functionality include: 

• Re-use of frequently used groups of actions 
• Test a sub-set of actions, independent of the rest of the action list 
• Insulate a group of actions for separate development and testing 
• Efficiently maintain frequently used actions  

Code Set Translation – Adding New Code Set Conversion Capabilities 
NeoIntegrate’s code translation features provides the capability to productively address 
the varying code sets that are sent and received from diverse providers within a 
healthcare community (trading partners).  Mappings are now easily implemented and 
maintained within NeoIntegrate’s configuration settings.  No more manual look-up is 
required. 
 
“The simplicity of managing code sets and adding code lookups in an interface is 
impressive.  NeoTool’s approach with the new code set correlation functionality solves 
real challenges in a very practical, useful manner,” stated Craig C. Regester, Business 
Systems Analyst, Unity Physician Group, P.C. 

NeoIntegrate’s code set conversion delivers key value in the following areas: 

• Streamlined clinical data flow:  Processing of clinical or billing data is efficient 
with no manual intervention.  Data flows through NeoIntegrate smoothly and 
quickly, automatically making the code translations as defined. 

• Enhanced accuracy in code translations: Translation tables are defined once and 
require no additional intervention.  Manual look-up of codes and tedious 
translation efforts are eliminated. 

• Lowered costs in implementing code translations:  Reliance on databases to house 
lengthy code sets is no longer required.  Maintenance is minimized with no 
additional software costs, enabling quick and effective implementation for 
multiple trading partners. 

 
NeoIntegrate’s code set translation feature is flexible enough for users to build or import 
code sets and map them to one another in correlations – all through a menu-driven 
approach.  The added functionality of the code set conversion feature eliminates the 
error prone hassle of manual look-up.

 



Graphical Message Flow Statistics – Strengthening Interface Management 
With the enhanced NeoIntegrate Management Console users can view a more detailed 
view of message flow and critical statistical information in real-time – in text or as 
graphical format. The enhanced graphical interface report offers additional statistical 
information, such as the age of messages, rate of message delivery, and estimation of lag 
time before the connection catches up to current messages.  

Using message flow statistics, interfaces can be more precisely monitored so that 
bottlenecks can be more easily identified and problems pinpointed and solved.  

Additional features in this release include: 

• Enhanced Native High Availability for Integration Engine:  NeoIntegrate Assured 
Availability (A2) is simplified through consolidated configuration and monitoring 
features. 

• Added X12 Support:  With this additional functionality, users can parse and 
encode X12 transactions as defined in version 4010. 

• Advanced Log File Filtering:  Connection logs can now be filtered by metadata 
and history in addition to the previous options of event types, message data, and 
time allowing for easier access to existing data.  Furthermore, logs can also be 
filtered by multiple data values. 

“We continually strive for innovative ways to offer greater value to our customers. With 
each release, we listen to our customers and the interfacing challenges they face, and we 
work hard to deliver real, practical value that enables them to meet the increasing 
demands of healthcare integration in a very productive way,” said Dave Shaver, CTO at 
NeoTool.   

Shaver continued, “The newest release of NeoIntegrate demonstrates our commitment to 
deliver increased value through enhanced features (e.g., Test Message Manager, Action 
List calls) and advanced functionality (e.g., Graphical message flow statistics, code set 
conversions).” 

About NeoTool:  
NeoTool’s healthcare integration solutions empower organizations to develop, test, 
deploy, and manage data exchanges between healthcare applications and providers. 
Through software, HL7 training, and consulting, NeoTool is dedicated solely to 
healthcare application interfacing. NeoTool customers include healthcare providers (e.g., 
hospitals, imaging centers, labs, and clinics), healthcare software application providers, 
and medical device manufacturers. www.neotool.com 

Contact: Jon Mertz, NeoTool, 469-229-5000 or jon.mertz@neotool.com.   
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